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About This Game

Aivolution is a machine learning educational game in which you design and train Ai creatures to compete in various challenges
and unlock new levels.

Design unique creatures from over 270 Quadrillion possibilities and let them train themselves inside seven different
environments.

Adjust your creature’s rewards and punishments to improve efficiency to compete against other creatures scores and see who
can build the best self trained Ai.

Maybe you will be the one who will unlock legendary Golden Sneakers as a master Ai trainer?

NOTICE: Aivolution is an Ai training simulator meaning you should not consider it as a regular game. You should only consider
purchasing Aivolution if you are curious about how machine learning, evolution and neural networks work in practice.
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Good implementation and enjoyable.

Only problem i had is seeing all members adapting the same suboptimal strategy after a long time. Adjustable mutation
parameters might be a good addition.. Overall, I enjoyed my time making a playthrough of this game. I thought it was quirky
and enjoyable... despite the fact that all the creatures look dead inside, and laugh creepily when you add limbs.
My two creatures; CRET and TED were both failures.
Here's the Video for my Play through if you are interested.. Overall, I enjoyed my time making a playthrough of this game. I
thought it was quirky and enjoyable... despite the fact that all the creatures look dead inside, and laugh creepily when you add
limbs.
My two creatures; CRET and TED were both failures.
Here's the Video for my Play through if you are interested.. Very interesting concept, I love watching the AI evolving, and
building my own cute creatures. Fun times.. Very interesting concept, I love watching the AI evolving, and building my own
cute creatures. Fun times.. Good implementation and enjoyable.

Only problem i had is seeing all members adapting the same suboptimal strategy after a long time. Adjustable mutation
parameters might be a good addition.. Overall, I enjoyed my time making a playthrough of this game. I thought it was quirky
and enjoyable... despite the fact that all the creatures look dead inside, and laugh creepily when you add limbs.
My two creatures; CRET and TED were both failures.
Here's the Video for my Play through if you are interested.. game broken - no character can be created after reinstall
no support contact listed - cant find anything on google. I'm refunding. game broken - no character can be created after reinstall
no support contact listed - cant find anything on google. I'm refunding. game broken - no character can be created after reinstall
no support contact listed - cant find anything on google. I'm refunding
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Very interesting concept, I love watching the AI evolving, and building my own cute creatures. Fun times.. Good
implementation and enjoyable.

Only problem i had is seeing all members adapting the same suboptimal strategy after a long time. Adjustable mutation
parameters might be a good addition.

Aivolution - Explained, Game release on January 30th:
Our lead developer made a wonderful in-depth explanation both in technical details and gameplay features.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATUQ4ZZNLeA

If you come up with unique behavior on your design, as developers we would be very fascinated to see what you came up with
as we have seen occasionally very unique behaviors coming out of the Ai.
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